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faced in the IUCMA area. This should include the completion of MPAPs for all
OJOF84"TXJUIJOUIF*6$."
Furthermore, the learnings from the
Kingfisher Programme at the IUCMA
should be taken forward to the other
eight CMAs for South Africa, and their
84"T UIVTDPWFSJOHUIFFOUJSFDPVOUSZ
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ABSTRACT

S

outh African continues to be plagued by significant service delivery
challenges at a local government level. Among the issues facing the
South African Government are unskilled municipal staff and irregularities in the spending of allocated budgets. Government has to urgently
find a solution that can be rolled out in a programmatic way across the
country.
Part of this solution could be to involve the private sector through Public Private Partnerships (PPPs). Not only can PPPs help Government avoid
increasing general taxation, but they also provide an avenue for solving
capacity and capability constraints in the short term. Over the past decade,
the South African Government has undertaken various initiatives at supporting the adoption of PPPs at the municipal level (including the enactment of various pieces of legislation, the publication of support guidelines,
and setting aside funding to support project development). Despite these
efforts, very few Municipal PPPs have been signed to date, and their impact
remains insignificant.
This paper attempts to propose a possible solution for this impasse. By
gleaning learnings from the very successful Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPP rolled out over the
last three years by the Department of Energy), we identify initial foundations for a programmatic solution for the municipal domain. This programmatic solution would allow for streamlined soliciting (and awarding) of

private sector interest in municipal service delivery.

INTRODUCTION
South African local government continues to face significant challenges in
responding to the service delivery needs of their constituents. Underperforming municipalities have caused widespread service delivery protests.
The poor performance has been linked to a lack of skills, corruption, political interference, intergovernmental relations challenges and weak basic
administrative systems.
The involvement of the private sector through Public Private Partnerships
has long been touted as a possible solution. Proponents of this approach
point to private sector efficiencies, access to private capital, and the superior technologies and skills the private sector bring to the table. In a time
of mounting fiscal pressure, PPPs can help government avoid increasing
general taxation1 , while solving the public sector capacity and capability
constraints in the short term.
In fact, the South African Government has illustrated their intent to this
end through the publication of a range of supportive legislative, policy,
and guidance documents to enable Municipal PPPs. Among others, this
includes the original Municipal Systems Act (2000), Municipal Finance
Management Act (2006), and Municipal PPP Guidelines. Refer to the next
section for a brief history of municipal PPPs in South Africa.
Yet, despite these efforts, the number of successful Municipal PPPs remains insignificant. Clearly PPPs have not (yet) served as a solution for local government in South Africa. This paper lays out our assessment of the
main challenges facing Municipal PPP development and delivery in South
Africa, and suggests a possible solution to overcome these challenges. To
start off, we present a short introduction to PPPs (for readers unfamiliar
with the concept).

WHAT ARE PPPs?

1. This is really only the case where PPPs recoup (fully or partially) investment and operational costs directly from users.
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TABLE 1 Distinguishing the different PPP delivery models (Source: Adapted from Davis 2005)
PPPs are a means of engaging private sector capital (i.e. resources such as
NBOQPXFS  JOOPWBUJPO BOE JOHFOVJUZ  BOE GVOEJOH  JOWFTUNFOU  JO UIF
provision and improvement of transport infrastructure and services, by
sharing investment risk with the public sector. Although the benefits of
PPPs, as stated in the literature, are extensive, the primary gains from PPPs
are (SADC, 2006):
t1SJWBUFTFDUPSGVOEJOH PòCBMBODFTIFFUGPSQVCMJDTFDUPS 
t1SJWBUFTFDUPSJOOPWBUJPOBOEJOHFOVJUZ
t0QUJNBMXIPMFMJGFMJGFDZDMFDPTUJOH MPOHUFSNTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ 
t*NQSPWFBTTFUVUJMJTBUJPOBOEFóDJFODZBOE
t0QUJNBMTIBSJOHPGSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT SJTLT CFUXFFOQSJWBUFQVCMJD̓TFDUPST
)PXFWFS  UIF SFRVJSFNFOUT PG EFWFMPQJOH DPVOUSJFT NBZ BMTP JODMVEF
the following:
t*ODSFBTFJODBQBDJUZPGQVCMJDTFDUPS BCJMJUZUPJOJUJBUFBOEPWFSTFFQSPjects) while reducing the burden of management;
t*EFOUJöDBUJPO PG BO BEEJUJPOBM TPVSDF PG SFWFOVF UISPVHI EJSFDU VTFS
charging based on the user-pay principle);
t"SSBOHFNFOUPGGVOEJOHCZQSJWBUFTFDUPS iPòCBMBODFTIFFUwöOBODJOH
for public sector) and additional investment in transport infrastructure
and services; and
t1SPWJEFPQQPSUVOJUJFTBOEEFWFMPQMPDBMDPOTUSVDUJPOJOEVTUSZ
The options for private sector participation can be arranged along a spectrum: At the one end are those in which the government retains full responsibility for operations, maintenance, capital investment, financing and
commercial risk such as service and management contracts – at the other,
those in which the private sector takes on much of this responsibility such
as Concessions and Build-Operate-Transfer Contracts. Even in the case of
concessions where the private sector takes on full responsibility for operations and financing, it does so within a framework created by the government. The most important parts of this framework are regulatory arrangements to protect consumers from monopolistic pricing and to enforce the
SFRVJSFE USBOTQPSUBUJPO TUBOEBSET BOE TVCTJEZ BSSBOHFNFOUT UP FOTVSF
FRVJUBCMFBDDFTTUPQVCMJDUSBOTQPSUBUJPOBTTFUT
The main options for private sector participation can be clearly
distinguished by how they allocate responsibility for such functions as asset
ownership and capital investment between the public and private sectors.

A SHORT HISTORY OF MUNICIPAL PPPs IN
SOUTH AFRICA
To understand the lack of progress in municipal PPPs in South Africa, it is
useful to review the history of PPPs in South Africa. The challenges posed
by building infrastructure under severe fiscal and capacity constraints have
MPOHCFFOHSFBUFTUBUUIFNVOJDJQBMMFWFM #BIMBOE4NPLF  *OUIJT
context the Department of Provincial and Local Government (DPLG), with
TVQQPSUGSPNUIFEPOPSDPNNVOJUZ TQFDJöDBMMZUIF8PSME#BOLBOE64AID) and the Development Bank of South Africa, identified PPPs as a possible solution in the mid-1990’s (Smith, 2008). This culminated in 1997 in
the formation of the Municipal Infrastructure Investment Unit (MIIU), a

government-owned, non-profit organisation “tasked with providing technical assistance and grant funding to municipalities investigating innovaUJWF<111T>w )MBIMB  'PSNFENPSFUIBOUISFFZFBSTCFGPSFUIF
central PPP unit in Treasury, the MIIU acted as an early PPP unit in the municipal sphere2.
Over the next eight years, the MIIU was highly successful in developing
projects, initiating over 100 projects on behalf of local authorities (MaguHVNFMB    BOE JNQMFNFOUJOH BCPVU  PG UIPTF 1MVNNFS   
These projects were mostly within the municipal waste, electricity, waste
provision, and fleet management domains. From the start the unit was envisioned to only operate for a finite term, and by 2006 the organisation was
EJTTPMWFEBOEJUTBDUJWJUJFTiUBLFOPWFSwCZUIF111VOJUJO5SFBTVSZ
Unfortunately, very few projects have been closed since the dissolution
of the MIIU. The introduction of the Municipal Financial Management Act
.'." JOBEEFEBOBEEJUJPOBMMBZFSPGDPNQMFYJUZUPUIFDPOUSBDUing of PPPs over that of the existing MSA. The PPP unit has more recently
undertaken significant work to streamline the process of implementing
municipal PPPs (specifically clearing up the confusion surrounding the duQMJDBUFSFRVJSFNFOUTPGUIF.4"BOE.'." )PXFWFS UIJTEJEOPUTFFNUP
have the positive impact envisaged, with very few deals still getting closed.

WHY ARE MUNICIPAL PPPs NOT HAPPENING?
"TOPUFECFGPSF UIFEFBMøPXJONVOJDJQBMMFWFM111TSFNBJOTUSJøJOH8F
believe the municipal context in South Africa has a number of inherent
complexities that have limited the number of PPP deals that can be successful. The three main issues are:
$FXPEHUVRPH333IUDPHZRUNDQGDSSURYDOSURFHVV
Most prominently, the current mechanisms for involving the private sector in addressing municipal service challenges remain cumbersome. ProKFDUTBSFSFRVJSFEUP POBQSPKFDUCZQSPKFDUCBTJT QBTTUISPVHIBSJHPSPVT
feasibility and procurement process under the watchful eye of Treasury.
8F IBWF FYQMBJOFE FMTFXIFSF UIBU UIF WFSZ DFOUSBMJTFE BOE TVTQJDJPVT
approval approach emerged in response to some improper public sector
contracting during the run-up to the PPP program establishment (Jooste,
-FWJUU4DPUU  5IJTJNQSJOUFEiMPHJDPGDPOUSPMwIBTVQIFMEUIFRVBMJUZ
of project delivered. Unfortunately, it has made it very expensive and time
consuming – often to the total detriment of the actual delivery of the project. To be fair, Treasury has more recently tried to streamline the approval
SFRVJSFNFOUXJUIUIFJOUSPEVDUJPOPGUIFSFRVJSFNFOUGPSPOMZQSPWJEJOH
input and not formal approval (referred to as Treasury Views and Recommendation or TVR, again as certain milestones in the project).
 7KHODFNRIVSHFLDOLVHGFDSDFLW\RIPXQLFLSDOHPSOR\HHV
8F IBWF QSFWJPVTMZ XSJUUFO FYUFOTJWFMZ +PPTUF BOE 4DPUU   +PPTUF
and Scott, 2012) on the fact that public sector capacity in South Africa is
greatly limiting the ability of government to lead and implement PPPs.

2. The unit was partly funded by USAID, and staffed by a combination of World Bank-appointed international consultants and local specialists. What should be noted is that
the MIIU had no formal tie to National Treasury (Ibid), which at that stage was only starting to consider its role in PPPs (as noted above). It was hoped that this independence
would help the MIIU “make deals happen, even in the face of taking some risks” (Ibid: 5).
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6OGPSUVOBUFMZ  UIF DVSSFOU 111 GSBNFXPSL SFRVJSFT (PWFSONFOU UP UBLF
the lead in identifying and delivering (developing, procuring, negotiating,
and overseeing) PPP projects. The reality is that the commercial and marLFUBDVNFOSFRVJSFE̓GPSUBLJOHUIJTMFBEJOHSPMFBSFWFSZTFMEPNGPVOEJO
municipal employees . As a result, very few projects get put forward by the
public sector. Moreover, the one-off nature of PPP project development
means that municipal managers do not develop experience over successive transactions. Not only does this lead to an imbalanced negotiating
table, but often also opens the door to financial impropriety.
 $Q LQDELOLW\ WR HDVLO\  DFFRPPRGDWH XQVROLFLWHG SULYDWH
VHFWRULGHDV
Even within the challenging context laid out above, the private sector appetite to participate in municipal service delivery remain strong. Over the
last two years we have personally interacted with a number of international
private sector companies wishing to fund and implement projects in various
municipalities on an unsolicited basis. Unsolicited PPP projects have been
implemented in many countries but some do not entertain such proposals
especially because of the risks they raise for competition and transparency.
Only under very limited circumstances are local government agents allowed
to accommodate unsolicited bids without open competitive procurement.
So although the interest from both local and international industry to be
involved remains strong, the complex approval process and the inability of
municipalities to stay the course if PPPs are developed only occasionally
point us to arguing that there is a need for a programmatic approach that
can collectively solicit and guide this involvement in local governmental
service delivery.

OVERVIEW OF THE REIPPP PROGRAM (Source: DOE)
As noted in the introduction, we believe there is much to learn from the
very successful Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REIPPP) rolled out over the last three years by the Department of Energy (DoE). The REIPPP was designed as a programmatic
approach for soliciting (and awarding) private sector interest into the generation of power from renewable sources.
South Africa has a high level of renewable energy potential and presently
IBTJOQMBDFBUBSHFUPG(8IPGSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZHFOFSBUJPOCZ
5IF.JOJTUFSIBTEFUFSNJOFEUIBU.8HFOFSBUFEGSPNSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZTPVSDFTJTSFRVJSFEUPFOTVSFUIFDPOUJOVFEVOJOUFSSVQUFETVQQMZPGFMFDUSJDJUZ5IJT.8JTCSPBEMZJOBDDPSEBODFXJUIUIFDBQBDJUZ
allocated to renewable energy generation in IRP (Integrated Resource Plan)

The REIPP Procurement Programme has been designed to contribute toXBSETUIFUBSHFUPG.8 UPTVQQPSUTPDJPFDPOPNJDBOEFOWJSPONFOtally sustainable growth, and to stimulate the renewable industry in South
"GSJDB5IFGPMMPXJOHUFDIOPMPHJFTBSFDPOTJEFSFEBTRVBMJGZJOHUFDIOPMPgies for selection under this IPP Procurement Programme:
t0OTIPSFXJOE
t$PODFOUSBUFETPMBSUIFSNBM
t4PMBS1IPUPWPMUBJD
t#JPNBTTTPMJE
t#JPHBT

t-BOEöMMHBT
t4NBMMIZESP
*OUFSNTPGUIF3&*111 UIF#JEEFSTBSFSFRVJSFEUPCJEPOUBSJòBOEUIFJEFOtified socio-economic development objectives of the Department. The tariff will be payable by the Buyer pursuant to the PPA (Power Purchase Agreement) to be entered into between the Buyer and the Project Company of
a Preferred Bidder.
The generation capacity allocated to each technology is in accordance
with specific targets and the maximum tariff that a Bidder may bid for purposes of the REIPPP is as set out in the RFP. Each Facility procured in terms
PGUIF3&*111JTSFRVJSFEUPBDIJFWFDPNNFSDJBMPQFSBUJPOCZOPUMBUFSUIBO
UIFUBSHFUEBUFTFUPVUJOUIF3'1 3FRVFTUGPS1SPQPTBM 

LEARNING FROM THE REIPPPP
*OBSFWJFXPGUIFQSPHSBNNFJO.BZ &CFSIBSEFUBM  OPUFUIBUiUP
EBUF BUPUBMPGQSPKFDUTIBWFCFFOBXBSEFEUPUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPS BOEUIF
öSTUQSPKFDUTBSFBMSFBEZPOMJOF1SJWBUFTFDUPSJOWFTUNFOUUPUBMMJOH64
CJMMJPOIBTCFFODPNNJUUFE BOEUIFTFQSPKFDUTXJMMHFOFSBUF.8PG
renewable power. Most impressively, these achievements all occurred over a
two-and-a-half year period. Finally, there have been notable improvements
in the economic development commitments, primarily benefiting rural communities. One investor characterised REIPPPPas “the most successful publicQSJWBUFQBSUOFSTIJQJO"GSJDBJOUIFMBTUZFBSTw *CJE 
8JUIJOUIFDPOUFYUPGUIFNVOJDJQBM111DIBMMFOHFTEJTDVTTFEBCPWF UIF
advantages of the REIPPP programme included:
t5IFQSPHSBNNBUJDOBUVSFPGUIFQSPDVSFNFOUNFBOUUIBUCPUIUIFQVCMJD
sector transaction costs, and the project development timeframes,
were greatly reduced"RVJDLUVSOBSPVOEPGQSPKFDUTSFEVDFTUIFVQ
GSPOUJOWFTUNFOUSFRVJSFECZUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPS UIFSFCZVOEFSHJSEJOHUIF
credibility and attractiveness of the programme, while making it possible
for smaller companies to also take part6.
t1SPKFDUDPODFQUTXFSFJEFOUJöFECZUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPS XJUIJOTPNFHVJEFlines), but had to compete for award in successive bid windows. The impact
of this competition is evidenced by the way in which feed-in tariffs reduced
through the successive bid windows. Prices have dropped over the three
bidding phases with average solar photovoltaic (PV) tariffs decreasing by 68
QFSDFOUBOEXJOEESPQQJOHCZQFSDFOU JOOPNJOBMUFSNT
t5IFDPOTPMJEBUJPOPGQSPKFDUTBMTPNFBOUUIBUBSFMBUJWFMZsmaller team
of experienced and skilled experts in the DOE (the IPP unit but also
including a team of local and international consultants), oversaw the successive implementation of the programme. This ensured consistency and
learning from one round to the next.
t'VSUIFSNPSF UIFprocurement process was well designed and transparent, so that all private proponents knew exactly where their bid placed
in each round of the programme. This is critical for ensuring that the private sector limited the amount of (sovereign and political) risk priced into
the projects.
t-BTUMZ UIF USBOTBDUJPOT IBE reasonable levels of profitability, and key
risks were mitigated by Government. The non-transfer of demand risk
(through take or pay agreements) was key in ensuring projects could attract debt funding.
8FSFDPHOJTFUIBUUIFSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZHFOFSBUJPONBSLFUEJòFSTRVJUF

3. Salamon (2002) refers to these “enablement skills” having three aspects: activation skills, orchestration skills, and modulation skills. Activation skills are needed to set up the
networks needed to address each of the different public problems. As third parties are not compelled to participate in any projects, the public agency can address this directly, by
marketing the new opportunity and encourage new partners to step forward. This can also be done indirectly through ensuring the terms of the “tool” being used are attractive
enough to stimulate sufficient interest. Orchestration skills are taken from the analogy of an orchestra conductor, trying to guide a variety of members to perform in sync and on
cue. The focus is one the fact that the conductor (representing the state) cannot play all the instruments himself (do all the work), but rather needs the cooperation of the other
players in order to attain the goal. Modulation skills are needed to apply rewards and penalties in order to extract cooperative behavior from the different players in the network.
This requires the skillful use of incentives to obtain the optimum outcomes for the ultimate benefit of the general public.
4. As a perverse type of irony, this lack of capacity is the original reason for the cumbersome program design overseen by Treasury as we explained above.
5. The detailed rules can be found in the National Treasury Guide (Republic of South Africa, 2005:Section 4.4.5.6), The main criteria for an unsolicited bid to be considered are that
one or more of the following must apply: (i) The product or service offered must be unique or innovative; (ii) the product or service must be especially beneficial or provide excellent
cost advantages, (iii) the bidder must be the sole supplier of the product or service, and (iv) the reasons for bypassing the normal bidding processes are sound. Alternatively, the
normal procurement process can be followed and the unsolicited bidder be invited to tender along with any competitors.
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substantially from municipal service delivery, including the limited demand
risk, the mass standardisation of proposals, and the political differences between national and local government level roll-out. Regardless, we believe
that the REIPPP offers invaluable guidance to a solution for the municipal
111TQBDF8FMBZPVUBOJOJUJBMDPODFQUGPSTVDIBTPMVUJPO̓CFMPX

Remuneration could also be standardised across advisors.
6WDQGDUGLVHG%LGGLQJ5XOHV&RQGLWLRQV
The rules for bidding should be standardised and clearly outlined for all private proponents. This would include indicative timeframes (of anticipated
contract signature) and the stepwise roadmap to reaching that point.

TOWARDS A SOLUTION

6WDQGDUG)LQDQFLQJ3DFNDJHV
Players like the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA), Industrial
Development Corporation (IDC), Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
and even private lenders should be encouraged to put financing packages
POBTIFMGGSPNXIFSFRVBMJGZJOHCJEEFSTDBOTIPQ5IJTBTQFDUNJHIUGBDF
some resistance from private banks (who are reticent to standardise).

Using the four principles outlined above, we propose a municipal PPP
programme that is centrally run by a Municipal PPP unit (probably to be
located in the Department of Cooperative Governance & Traditional Affairs
or COGTA) inviting private sector partners to tender for pre-identified municipal service delivery needs in successive bid windows.
8F QSPQPTF UIBU UIF JNQMFNFOUBUJPO GSBNFXPSL GPS UIJT NVOJDJQBM 111
QSPHSBNNFXJMMSFRVJSFBUMFBTUUIFGPMMPXJOHNBJODPSOFSTUPOFT
$VLQJOHQDWLRQDOHQWLW\RYHUVHHLQJWKHSURJUDPPH
Similar to the REIPPP, a single team of experienced and skilled experts
should oversee and drive the roll out of the programme. As was the case
XJUI%P& UIJTXJMMQSPCBCMZSFRVJSFTVQQPSUGSPNBOVNCFSPGMPDBMBOE
international consultants. The location of this task force should be at a national level, possibly within DPLG, or SALGA. This will both ensure consistency of message to the market, but will overcome the capacity constraints
within local government.
*XLGDQFHRQZKLFKSURMHFWVZLOOEHDFFHSWDEOH
Rather than have Government take the lead in identifying priority investments (the current approach), the programme would welcome proposals
GSPNUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPS5IJTOFFETUPCFEPOFXJUIJORVJUFTUSJDUHVJEFMJOFT
such as a list of project type, with a description of the facilities and services
involved, the output measures to be achieved, and the circumstances unEFSXIJDIJUTIPVMECFDPOTJEFSFEJOBQBSUJDVMBSNVOJDJQBMJUZ8FTVHHFTU
that the description should leave some scope for private innovation and
risk taking.
$SUHGHYHORSHGOLVWRIPXQLFLSDOVHUYLFHGHOLYHU\QHHGV
*UDBOTUBSURVJUHFOFSJDBMMZ CVUUPNBLFUIJTJOJUJBUJWFSFTFNCMFUIFQSPgrammatic nature of the REIPPP a proper list of possible projects will need
to be developed. This list will show the type of project (e.g. waste water
treatment works, revenue management contract, public clinics, etc.) per
specific municipality, with an indication of the type of PPP foreseen (lease,
availability payment, concession, etc.), i.e. the level of market risk transfer.
This list should take cognisance of the characteristics of the host municipality and the appetite that the private sector will likely have for risk transfer
oTPNFNVOJDJQBMJUJFTXJMMGPSFYBNQMFOPURVBMJGZGPSBWBJMBCJMJUZQBZNFOUT
(only for concessions) because they are insolvent.

6RPHIRUPRILQGHSHQGHQWRYHUVLJKW
The programme will probably do well to have a form of independent oversight (to ensure credibility is retained). A likely candidate would be the Government Technical Advisory Centre (GTAC) of National Treasury, DPLG, or
even a completely independent oversight body.
$SDQHOIRURWKHUVHUYLFHV
A last optional component would the possibility of developing a list (or
panel) of other role players such as contractors, service providers, advisors,
etc. that private companies could draw from. Continued listing would deQFOEPORVBMJGZJOH CFGPSFIBOE PSQFSGPSNBODF BGUFSXBSET 

CONCLUSION
This thinking piece outlines a possible approach for solving the apparent
impasse in the delivery of municipal PPP projects in South Africa. To this
FOE JUMFBOTIFBWJMZPOUIF3&*111SPMMFEPVUCZ%P&TJODF UPTVHHFTU
a similar municipal PPP programme run by COGTA. The devil is of course
in the detail for the development of this type of programme. More work is
needed to develop a robust framework for this PPP programme. Our intention here is to provide initial ideas of what it could consist of.
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